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CHAPTER I
Music
A. Y^hat Music Is.
The task of discovering principles which influ-
ence the character of church rnusic. Involves delving Into
many realms of Imowledge. Church music Is an experience
of unique character and Involves some special features.
Yet it Is, in its supreme rendering, music. All the things
which go to make up the general art of music must be con-
sidered.
First, then, to discover what music is will pro-
vide grounds to work from. Knowing what it is, we may re-
late it Intelligently to religion. Out of that relation
its specific character as church music may be deduced.
Looking into an etymological dictionary, we see
that music comes from a form o fpiOi/§^it^os « This is
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2a possessive and signifies, belong to the rmises,^ It Is
a beautifully poetic origin, most fitting for this meaning-
ful word.
To the Greeks It had such power that they could
only describe it In terms of a supernatural origin. Later,
more sophisticated Greeks retained this respect. Pythagoras
was sure that It came from quite transcenc’ent realms, ’The
music of the spheres* was an in^ortant contributor to his
system. Plato made it an important moulding Influence in
his educational system, for philosopher-statesmen. He spoke
of "philosophy ... tempered with music, who comes and takes
up her abode in a man and Is the only saviour of his virtue
throughout llfe."^ All of these made speculations as to v^hat
exactly music was.
We in our day have at our dispoal the unique instru-
ment of scientific scholarship. With this we may approach the
problem of just what music Is. Our results may nominally be
duplications of those of the ancients. Yet they differ from
that mere speculation in that they are verifiable by any in-
vestlgatoi' and do not depend upon a personality bias.
A dictionary definition of music tells us that it
is "a connected series of sweet sounds," It is that to most
of us. It seems fitting, therefore, that we should approach
Tl s 6e d,~259o
2„ P R, 321.
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3It first as sound, a physical phenomenon. Let us accordingly
inquire of physics,
1, Physics.
Investigations Into sound leave us with little
doubt that It is motion within the surrounding materials.
That it is a phenomenon of matter and not of any submaterial
media is demonstrated by the well known method of suspending
a bell in a vacuum. The results of this are that most vi-
gorous motions of the sounding hammer, while perceptible, are
most silent.
The character of this motion has received much at-
tention in recent years. Since it is very 'material and in
such quantitative character as to be easily observable, con-
cise accurate reports can be found, A very simple apparst^^s
L.
Aof this order makes observablethe form of the motion by con-
verting the sound » pieked up*
on the diaphragm into vibra-
tions of a light beam obser-
vable on a screen properly
placed.
In such manner, we may observe that music is dif-
ferentiated from sound in general by being wave motion of
definite characteristics. Analyzed, these characteristics
T. K C P, 210.
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4are discernible as plt-ch, as Intensity, and as quality.
The pitch, in terms of wave motion is frequency.
It represents the number of w^ves In a given period of time.
Music falls somewhere between 20 and 20,000 per second.
We usually consider a sustained pitch as a tone and one
which varies as a noise. That is a matter of control pro-
bably. It Is conceivable that such variation could be given
a place in a musical number.
The volume represents the amplitude of the wave.
With a given energy content this varies with the square of
the frequency, though inversely. Music Is limited in volume
to the amount which the ear can stand. Amplitudes of great
magnitude are not readily differentiated.
Amplitude plays a part in discrimination.
Quality appears as wave form or shape. It can be
analyzed as due to component sotind elements-tones. The vari-
ous tones in combination give a complex summation. If the
complexity of the resulting wave Is too great we call It dis-
cord, dissonance, or noise,
These give us music as differentiated from sound
by definition and recognizabillty. It seems to be an Intelli-
gible area v/lthin the caprices of auditory phenomenon.
There is an argument of long standing in physics
whether sound could be existent were one of the functional
c
5components missing. The event of sound has a generating
body, a receiving mechanism, and some transmitting media.
If one of these were missing, more usually the receptor,
isn’t it still sound? is the controversy. It is the fal-
lacy which abstract thinking can very easily fall into.
The proof by the orthodox physics method of laboratory ob-
servation is quite obviously impossible since all three
must be present to make an observation. Although conceiv-
able to abstract thou^t, actually if such a condition did
exist, it would be ixnknowable.
.
In music as differentiated from sound there is a
factor of intelligibility. Even though there could con-
ceivably be sound where only a generator and a surrounding
medium were present, music only exists where all, including
a receptor, are at hand.
Physics, as conceived upon nineteenth century models,
would use the analytical method of trying to discover a hy-
pothetical building block, of which our observed experiences
are more or less complex aggregates. In our own day an in-
creased precision of measurements is bringing us to a reali-
zation that there is limitation to the analytic procedure.
V/hlle conceivably pure tones, exact sinusoidal waves, is a
possibility, actually the purity of any wave observed is
only true within the limits of the measuring precision. As
long as there is measurement, there must be error, in part
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6due to the equipment, including the organic equipment of the
observer* The analytic method is self-limiting in fact.
Far the more accurate method of description, there-
fore, is that of functional relation. The tones, this way,
are motion of materials relating or giving intelligible con-
nectivity to generating and receiving equipment.
For physics, then, music is motion of matter, v;ithin
the defined limits of auditory sensitivity and recognizable
for tonal composition.
2. Psychology.
The process of analytical scholarship in psychology
has left many hypothetical elements. Instincts, reflexes,
and drives have made their claims for attention. The func-
tional view-point has brought out behavior patterns. Prom
it a general concept of the form of behavior as constituted
of stimulus and response has been preserved. In it the equa-
tion, S -5=- R, is assumed to cover any type of action.
In this view, music is part of the surrounding en-
vironment of an organism, or personality. It has function
as a stimulus and as a response.
As a stimulus, this ’motion in the surrounding me-
dium* affects very markedly the organism, subjected to it.
•Hie response may be observed physiologically even when it
is of the most implicit nature. Definite patterns of overt.
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or of Intellectual response, are learned, that is, condl-
t5oned, responses.
As a response, rnuslc Is usually the result of
particular stimuli. It represents directed effort.
These accounts give possible precision but they
are not accurate. An S In order truly to describe happen-
ings would need to Include account of Its generation. An
R for similar reasons would need to account for the condi-
tion of the organism subjected. The more accurate way of
describing Is as an event, a whole of experience. These
other phenomena may then be placed properly as conditions
accompanying the event.
Music Is an event for a person. It may be a con-
ditioning part of an environment or it may be unique, demand-
ing definite response. In either case. It is an event in
the life of a person through which the operations of the
creature mechanisms are modified.
Music is an event which has meaning. This meaning,
while It may have Inlierent factors In the materials, the
tones, is much more observably a function of the composition.
If a boy v/hlstle a tune under the window of a com-
panion, while It probably has intrinsic value and organic
responses, the most marked response is a definite set of
actions. These come from the composition of the tune.
In order that this meaning be effective, it is
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8necessai*y that there he conscious participation to the ex-
tent of recognizing the form* The listening hoy needs to
I
know the code in order that the tune he meaningful.
There is inevitably emotional accompanlinento Emo-
tion takes the form in the physiological organism of motion.
There are fluids sot in motion; muscles which are tensed;
nervous energy charged^ Music being motion of just the or-
der of these, it becomes suggestive, if not conducive, of
similar states within the organism merely as sympathetic
vibration, if no more-
The response, however, is not only emotional but
has an Intellectual factor present. There must be for in-
telligent participation and discrimination. The discrimina-
tion may be of a high order under states of conditioning,
education. Dogs used by Pavlov showed half tone cognition.^
Human beings, in tests at the Harvard Laboratories, sho?/ed
better than l/lO tone discrimination.^
These tests were in terms of the hl^ly emotional
responses of conditioned reflexes. There was intellect pre-
sent even here, however. Tiere is ground for .questioning
the old division of actions into emotional and intellectual.
Just where the dividing line comes would cause any theorist
to question the validity of the assumption. Present obser-
I
vatlons seems to show that emotion operates quite as much
t: P^L C R.
2. P M M.
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9within the Intellectnal sphere as in the somatic.
The subtler form of emotion Is designated by
those wishing to retain the old lines, as aesthetic emo-
tion,^ It is within this sphere that music operates most
effectively. Accordingly, it is within this realm that
music finds the motion which becomes its material by con-
scious participation. The form of these, as of all life,
is rhythmic and therefore music is con^lously rhythmic in
form. In taking on the form of rhythm, music becomes expros
slve of life. It thereby is able to perform the function of
bringing life to act upon life. Out of this comes meaning.
These motions of emotional expressiveness of a
life put into music make the music the embodiment of that
which produces the emotional tone. It Is the integration of
the purposiveness of the organism, the entelechy, if you
will. In human personality we designate it as will. It
seems correct to deduce, therefore, that music is an event
bringing the presence of a will.
As a stimulus, the correct way of describing it
would be as a function of will> as a response, it is most
accurately observed in terms of will. Psychologically then,
music, as far as Intelligently participated in, is will.
3. Sociology.
Music is above all a social phenomenon. Sven in
T. p M M.
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physics, its description is best made in terms of relations
of parts, that of receptor and generator. Organically at
least this is a social situation and usually the two are of
quite different personalities, ’’hen we begin to examine it
as a social phenomenon, then we start to arrive at some un-
derstanding of what music is.
As v/lll, music also has a relational function.
Where the will is individual, it means directed effort. So-
cially, it is the product of the interaction of wills. At
any rate, sociology needs to be called to account to help us
in our quest.
Socially, music is an event in experience, wherein,
by the meaning attached to motions, v/111 is brought into in-
teraction with will. Ihere are consequent modification in
activity and production of new meaning. Thus it becomes so-
cially an episode of history.
The form of the interaction is like that which is
brought about by any language. In rudimentary organisms,
simple movement very often performs this function. Human
beings indulge in the habit of speech to signify will. Mu-
sic can, no doubt, be classed along with these as a further
development. It presents possibilities for Inclusiveness
of expression and refinement in detail, making it a most ex-
cellent instrument of communication for highly developed per-
sonalities
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Music Is more than language, however. There is
Ifmguage within its struct-ure, but there is also art. It
serves the purposes of corurriunlcatlon, but more, it is a
living breathing moment of vital experience which takes its
place as history. It Integrates as part of the personality
experience valued for its own sake more than for any utili-
ty it may have. It is history valid In Its own right.
To examine even cursorily the records of the his-
tory of some social groups as written in the records of
their music will perhaps be beneficial. It will help us
to understand that music is a part of human history not to
be tossed lightly aside.
In the remains of any of the primitive groups, we
find music playing a most significant part. The v/ritings
or other records do not Include notational systems or speci-
fic mention. Music was a sacred thing to be passed directly.
It was part of the ’medicine* of a person or a group. It
was therefore to be guarded with great care. We must read
it in by way of implication.
In savage life,^ the large part of existence is
done to music. Any action which has a social aspect will
find intonation in its performance. In the work that the
savage does there is music. In the special occasions, the
feasts, the marriages, the funerals, th-=^re is other music.
In the religious ceremonies, it Is indispensable.
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T5i© American Indians^ provide us with close at
hand information in this field* Amongst the Peruvians,
an early traveler found ’’Airs in which the words were
rimed, composed in a spirit of gallantry upon the rebuffs
and favours received from their mistresses.” Amonst the
Sioux it was used freely for satire and lampoon and "All
their religion consists mainly In singing." The religious
song was a much more conservative form. It was a conscious
art with them, showing aesthetic sensibility and expressive
power. The universality of appeal in this music is bom
witness to by the use made of it by Dvorak, MacDowell, and
Colerldge-Taylor in much loved works.
In Africa, 2 we find amongst tribes still extant,
though rapidly being corrupted by American Jazz, music in
the more rudimentary forms. Efforts are being made to study
this before it is too late, and the phonograph record has
been added to the equipment. melodies are never long
and are endlessly repeated. The tonal range is limited and
the scales employed quite different from ours. Study reveals,
however, that there is a variation to which these people are
sensitive when it seems to us like drab monotony. Very
slight pitch difference, cadence, loudness, difference in
timbre, all are given a place. More, we find in the rhythm,
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in the Innate love of it shovm through rhythmic action and
rhythmic speech, the foundational character of music as
human history.
In Asia, on the otlier hand, we find highly devel-
oped civilizations in which music has its place. Here also
European influence, under the guise' of commercialism, is
being felt. It is in danger of destroying utterly some of
the great art which has been developed.
In India^ this is especially true where British
rule has made the conditions so different. There under the
conditions of time gone past, music was an Integral part of
life. Then, the distinction of sacred and secular had not
been made and religion and music went hand in hand tlirou^
the smallest details of daily life. Music was put into
modes, ragas
,
corresponding to the caste system. There is
music used by the RTuhamraedans wliich becomes li^t and im-
passioned. On the other hand, that of the Hindus is contem-
plative and devotional. For the Hindoos, music was not merely
the hand maid of religion, but an integral part of religion.
Tiie Brahmins had it developed to a very high point as part
of the mystic rites. The knowledge of this was confined
to a hereditary priesthood, and very concentrated educational
processes were used for the neophytes. This is in danger of
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disappearing today under the Influence of couxmerclallsin.
In China, 1 the mysterious influence of music has
been the theme of writers through all the ages. Its dis-
covery Is attributed in legend to the emperor Pu Hsi about
2852 B. C. That probably is only legendary as the abor-
igines which were the forerunners of this people are knovm
to have had music. The record is rather one of organized
music of great antiquity. In 2255 B. C. the Great Shun who,
like may of the other emperors, was a competent musician,
composed Tap Shao
,
evidently of the order of a symphony.
Anyway, it so affected Confucius on hearing it 1600 years
later, that he lost the taste of his food for three months.
This same emperor used the cultivation of music amongst his
people as good government, we find records of his satisfaction
on entering the city of VAi, which had been under the control
of an ardent militarist enemy, to find that the people had
been converted from a delight in military pursuits to a love
of stringed instruments and of singing. It would be a valu-
able education for some of our would-be empire-builder states-
men to study his methods.
Confucius, who was himself a master musician, in-
stituted many reforms in music. He was a disciplinarian I
and argued that music was more than merely the pleasing sen-
i
ij
sations of sounds of instruments. In his teaching he said
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that music Is an echo of the harmony between heaven and
earth, having Its origin in heaven. In his schools, music
was considered the completion of a man*s education.
The old tradition perished at the hands of "the
builder of the wall," 200 B. C. Now music la not studied
seriously and what we hear commonly Is really a form of
Chinese *Jazz.* If one will listen to the performance of
a student on the scholar *s lute, he v/111 be delighted with
music of a character far surpassing in delicacy and refine-
ment anything to be heard by Western performers. A very
brief acquaintance with some of the products of this later
culture, makes one most jealous of knowledge and experience
of what It must have been under The Master.
We could very well continue the study in some
European cultures and show how, in each of these, music has
played a most significant part. Teutonic music was a most
characteristically social phenomenon. Tacitus says, after
returning from battle with them, that they were singers of
\
songs, "Vdiich are their sole form of chronology or history,"
in which they sang the praises of divine progenitors,^ The
combination of Rome and Christianity put this under the
yoke, but subsequent church music could very well be con-
sidered the continuation of Teutonic music. As the rule of
Rome has been set aside and nations have emerged, secular
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Tiiualc has appeared. In every case, the rmislc may be seen
to embody the things which give the peculiar characteris-
tics to the nationality.
All of this study brings us back with an answer
to our question of what Is music , richly qualified. It Is
to be seen In the most primitive cultures and In those which
v;e might term senescent in the extent of their development.
In all it has a part of contributary importance. Vi’here
there has been conscious artistry, it has been an influ-
ence for the building of cultures. Always that which has
gone on has expressed in a language which defies mere vn?it-
ten or spoken words to duplicate, except in the poorest
ground-glass, two dimensional terms, the things which make
the race the peculiar social phenomenon v/hich it is. The
music, if v/e could but recover it, is the history of the
race and not, simply an account of that.
B. The Relation to Religion.
1. In Life,
In the book of the Bible, II Kings, Chapter 3,
there is record of a time when questions of policy were
before the people, or more correctly, before the rulers
of the people of Israel. As was their custom they looked
to a man of divine genius for couns,el. The story tells us
that when they had interrogated him, Elisha said, ”But now
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bring me a minstrel. And It came to pass, when the minstrel
played that the hand of Jehovah came upon hlm."^
This v;as a time of Intense national spirit amongst
the Hebrew people and when they took their own nation seriously.
Religion and life would be synonymous terms for them. A
question of national policy was quite as much a matter for
a religious man and divine inspiration as any secluded doc-
trinal theory. Indeed, it was much more so since the re-
ligious theory, in so far as there was any such, grew out of
the social conditions.
In almost every group, there has been a sense of
intimacy between religion and life and music, which speaks
for more than accidental association. It can be seen to
persist under some difficulty.
In our own culture, religion and life are nomin-
ally quite separate areas of existence. Hie addition of
the word church or religious to any description places it
in a quite different category for many people than v/hat it
would be without. It is the genius for abstraction which
is part of our race’s cultural attainments that gives us
departanentalized existences. Its character is most easily
seen in the contrast which it makes in an old established
culture like the Indian. There, British commercialism
bringing music divorced from religion has some strange, not
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to say wierd, products,
,
Nevertheless, our religion Is part of our life
and our life is part of our religion, actually. Even the
most secluded sects hanging on with great tenacity to his-
torical artistry and making the preservation of what has
gone by the object of existence, show unmistakably the in-
fluence of the life around them. The live growing groups
are full of the contributions which the life of the age
has made to them.
On the other hand, the most ardent defenders of
the theories of separation exhibit in their personal lives
striking examples of what religion means to life. The de-
fenders of the faith as distinct from life, of course,
are consciously building life by the dictates of religion.
Just as surely, and emphasizing rather than evading the
fact, is the effect in the lives of those who would deny
any real existence to religion.
Religion is a form of life beyond doubt. It is
a special part and makes emphasis on particular elements,
to be sure. Seeing religion thus in t3ie whole of existence
will help us to relate that other form of life, music, to
it most advantageously.
Probably it is in its integrating function as
relating all of life in a victorious meaningful whole that
religion finds its proper placement. The act of worship.
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which Is the snprer?oly religious moment, might be de-
scribed as the time when the absolute zero of present ex-
istence becomes the focus of one’s attention. Then, the
absolute Other of worldly existence is sought. This Abso-
lute Is not a place to stay in. It Is a point of departure.
Out of It proceeds that sense of universal connectivity
relating all of life into a ’whole* some pattern. May it
not, asks Professor Hocking, 'h® simply ... the act of re-
calling oneself to being?
This act of recalling oneself to being, of reor-
ganizing life into wholesome Integration comes as the re-
sult of conscious endeavor. It requires definite attack
upon the problem with Attentive concern. Our focus in or-
dinary daily life gets way out of place with the follies
of our own weakness and the disrupting irifluences of forces
which are our constant stimulation. We have to stop every
once in a while and refocus. That is the supreme achieve-
ment of worship, although it is a matter having worth in
its own right quite without reference to any results.
This process of regaining focal stability so
that worship may be engaged In, requires an organization of
life patterns for its achievements. In that process, music
finds its place in religion,. In this, music is part of tho
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life of the organism made particularly slgnlflcanto
Music in religion hecomes an Integral part of
the life which must be brought Into subjection for that
‘^flight of the soul" which is worship.
aiere are those who would hold that the way to
do this is to negate the body. There are some fine results
commanding high respect achieved thus.
Nevertheless, the far more significant results,
at least from the point of view of this present existence,
are to be obtained by enlistment of the body in the process.
The organization of life history through the enlistment of
will Into this meaningful enterprise makes for that setting
of elements which allows the process of creative vital func-
tioning to appear. Prom the point of view of temporal life
this integration is a necessary expedient for normal whole-
some living.
2. An Expressive Function.
In this process as a pai’t of life organization under
religious impulse, music provides first of all an inclusive
expressing activity. In it that v/hole of life so necessary
to a religious approach can best be included.
Usually T/e think of expression in terms of words and
pictures. When savage man wanted to give symbolic visibility
to his language, he did it in 'erms of pictures. To him they
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meant much more than simply the ‘two dimensional figures*
that were there. There was an associative functioning
which these were the » trigger* to set off. His words were
similarly highly conditioned elements. 'Eiey had about idiom
the aroma of primitive existence close to the elemental
forces of nature. For him words were a part of a man, not
simply something to hide behind or protect oneself with, but
expressive of his individuality.
Music in this order of existence was still further
a vitally functioning part of existence. Kach man had his
own song which was part of his *medlcinG.* He guarded this
very carefully. Any encroachment upon this ground was a
sufficient cause for fight, ^e way of taunting a foe
amongst many tribes was to stand In an obscure place within
the hearing of him and sing his song. Of course, only very
clever warriors were able to find out what the song was and
only the very brave would dare to Indulge In this foim of
sport.
These songs always had within them elements of
heredity as well as of the Invention of the particular war-
rior and arising out of his experiences in the initiation
rites. They always meant his own private life as distinct
from that of any other person. An encroachment was a suf-
ficient cause for death.
The music was thus an expressive function Including
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the very life of the person. It not only aymbcllzed. It
was he.
In all of life, music was used for expression when
more than mere words v;ere desired. In the social occasions
Its Importance was so great that the ministrations of the
medicine man were required to lead the process. In all the
relations of people to each other, as in love, or war, or
religion. It had an integral part. For them, all of these
had a religious note about them as well as musical expression.
In putting these Into ritual form they orgnnized
their life into expressive action and, of course, the music
must also be organized for expression. The music for primi-
tive festival Is always one of the outstanding features.
In it wo find the group combining the various members into
one or perhaps, as In antlphonal v/ork, two wills. Then,
the subsequent activity is one of producing a history of
which the music forms an integral part.
As we rCTiinlsce, the music for us is the history.
In it are to be found. If we will look with discriminating
discernment, the things which comprise the living moment.
If vie will go from our recognition to participation In ^Ich
the focal point is the center of our own functioning, then
we will know what it all meant to the primitive.
Looked at in perspective, only grossly aware of
some of the outstanding details, the savage expi^esslon seems
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very crude or perhaps disgusting, 'nie outward manifesta-
tions of an erotic festival or of a war dance appear to
us quite beneath the dignity of human beings possessed of
intelligence
o
That is because our patterns of expression are so
utterly different. To one of these people, ours would seem
quite devoid of life interest. They would seem utterly lack-
ing in participation.
As a matter of fact, his forms are probably much
more demanding upon the Intellect than ours are. The slightest
deviation is punishable, sometimes by death. Constant at-
tention and full operation of the mental faculties is much
more necessary. His action patterns have very important
fine points. In them are expressed the demands of the human
spirit for fulfilment of purpose. Indeed there is activity
of will in a rigorously concerted form.
In our own time and culture, we have been under
the Influence of a separation complex. We have sought rigid
departmentalization of activities. Each element has been
abstracted to high distinctiveness, The rule of Aristote-
lian logic has been carried to self-extinction.
In our music this has been most noticeably true.
Wo have separated secular and sacred with sharp lines and
attempted to pursue each in its own peculiar merits. The
result is music in secular life which attains a grandeur
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of display and a refinement of technique prompting sincere
admiration* It allows a freedom of expressiveness that
thrills the imagination with its possibilities. Some of
the extremes, however, are very noticeably grotesque and
exemplify the limitations of this logic. ^
In sacred music the same phenomenon may be wit-
nessed* There has been on attempt to write distinctly
sacred music. The style has unavoidably been influenced by
secular achievements. Consequently, grandeur of style and
finesse of composition have flgur(^d as the criteria* This
has gone to the point where people have suddenly realized
that instead of achieving religious expression, they were
having a special kind of concert hall performance. Tills,
of course, means great loss for worship.
In the same era, our sciences and the really live
philosophy have been discovering the limitations of the
Aristotelian logic* The move is now on towards a logic
which deals in terms of wholes, relativity, universal con-
noctivlty. Particularly, in the realm of psychology, the
very Imposing problems of social maladjustment have im-
pressed us with the necessity of wholeness in living as
opposed to narrow specialization.
Practical life realizes it now. Long since, how-
ever, music has been realizing the need for a readjustment.
The Wagnerian approach and the Debussy method are really
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attacks upon the same situation even though so different.
As the movement continues, we find attempts to combine
symphony of sound with that of color and smell. Wholeness
rather than abstractness Is the order of the day.
In church music, the move has come as a retiurn
to the mesters, Palestrina and Bach, and an attempt to
produce new music on that model which will really be wor-
ship and not merely show pieces.
Here, as In the primitive, the general movement
of the spirit of the age is best understood in terms of the
musical products. They are a far more inclusive form of
record than any ’two dimensional* word system. To us no\7,
the words Romantic movement or Classical tradition may have
sufficient as-^oclation as to bring to mind full idea sys-
tems. Even then, they still lack the content which goes
to make up the actual history. Simply to play a selection
of music of the cultural strata represented by these words
with the application of a similar amount of orienting con-
ditioning (education) will bring us truth that the v/ords
utterly miss.
Music, then, is an inclusive expressive function
in which man does create. By it the past may be reconstruc-
ted, in a full sense of being. More, the present living
moment of experience can be given that channel of expres-
sive framework which will allow vitality to appear,
"Worship," says ur, Brightman, "is ... first...
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contemplation. This involves the fullest possible concen-
tration of reverent attention upon Out of this con-
dition proceed the fruits of comnunion and the creation of
the "fruits of worship.” It is, "The complete personality
of man directed toward and responding to the presence of
Ood.” It must be controlled in this by, "What we call will."
Expressed in music, man may include all of his
personality directed by his will# It is the fit instrument
for bringing men in communal relation,by free participation
of their ovm wills, to that stage of contemplative atten-
tion in which Grod*s Vifill may interact. Then comes, "An
experience which opens new vistas in human life and gives
us a God whose acts of creation are eternally new..."
3. A Repository of Eternal Value.
^fu3lc is an instrument of expression which allows
us functioning on a higher level of Integrated inclusiveness
than almost any other means. As between individuals, pro-
bably poetry has greater possibilities, but music as a com-
TTunal function is much more effective.
It is, however, more than instrumental of creativity.
It is an art, an experience, having real live existence. It
forms history and in so doing becomes the repository of those
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eternal values which Whitehead speaks of as being, ’''Che
teleology of the universe*”
0 These values compose part of a living, breathing
existence. Music, the dynamic art, can contain them In a
way quite beyond the more static ones. Painting and sculp-
ture may symbolize an idea of a particular set of values.
Poetry may express the idea of the value. Music alone can
be the attitude of will or the relation of wills v-hieh. is
the value.
Prom Schopenhauer, "Ideas (Platonic) are the ade-
quate objectification of will. To excite or suggest the
knowledg'^^ of these by means of the representation of parti-
cular things... is the end of the other arts, which can
only be attained by a correspor ding change in the knowing
subject. Thus all these arts objectify the will indirectly
only by means of the Ideas.... Music is by no means like
the other arts, a mere copy of the Ideas, but the copy of
the will itself, whose objectivity the Ideas are. The other
arts speak only of shadows, it speaks of the-thing-itself
The artist, for him, is one who embodies and com-
municates his knowledge of that which is essential and abid-
ing in the phenomena of the world. Music seems to him to
p
embody the inner nsture of all phenomena, their striving,
longing, sorrow, joy, pain, merriment, or peace of mind.
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This is not mere enotlon but a dcop esvsentlal part of
being expressed as will. It contains something which Is
needed for complete intellectual apprehension.
There are many ways in which Schopenhauer * s the-
ories of Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung are not orWio-
dox and betray a one-sided bias. His theory of music, how-
ever, shows real insight. His peculiar point of view comes
to a high point hero. In it, he is at his best. The com-
prehension of it was sufficiently far reaching into the
depths of musical meaning so that Wagner could make this
work his *Blble*. He tolls us that it was constantly at
hand during the first years of his composing career.
Recent tiiinkers have had a tendency to regard
music as pure emotion. It was well enough to be used for
sentimentality and trivial amusements but hardly worthy of
the consideration of intelligent discrimination. In otir
departmentalized lives few philosophical thinkers have had
any knowledge of music as more than a part of the environ-
ment Indulged in extensively by the common herd. They have
therefore shunned it as good only for the arousing of emo-
tions, the arch fiend of critical thinking.
Vlien he approaches the world with the » simple-
minded’ childlike openness of his thinking, ?^ltehead dis-
covers, "Music elicits confused feeling into distinct ap-
prehension. It performs this service by introducing an
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emotional clothing which changes the dim objective reality
Into a clear Appearance, matching the subject form pro-
vided for its prehension.”^ In other words, music puts
into intelligible form that aspect of reality ;shlch words
miss. It is a process of Intelligent recognition. In It,
finite consciousness of mankind is appropriating as
Its own the infinite fecundity of nature. By such means,
"Churches and rituals, monasteries v/ith their dedicated
lives, universities with their search for knov/ledge . , . can
build that civilization wherein the conscious experience of
mankind can preserve for its use the sources of Harmony.”®
It makes for the understanding and insight into what beauty
can tell us of the nature of the xmlverse, making them the
C(mimon heritage of the race. ”Art reveals in a flash in-
timate Absolute Truth regarding the Nature of Ihings.”^
In this appraisal of beauty in music as a source
of value, he has the company of the great minds of all
time. Reading in the Dialogues, we find Socrates remarking
”Is not this, Glaucon, why musical training is so powerful?
Because rhythm and harmony find their way into the secret
places of the soul, bearing grace in their movements and
making the soul graceful. ”5 Music as a bearer of eternal
values had a place as the finishing touch in Plato’s edu-
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catlonal system.
In a widely separated civilization another great
0^ thinker with perhaps the highest development of music, so-
cially, yet achieved, Confucius made it the repository of
the very highest values. His methods for training disciples
?/ere all musical. He distinguished music from mere plea-
sure-giving sounds and spoke of, ’*f/?uslc which has no sound,
This he equated to deep and silent virtue.
Music was a basic, integral, subject in his school.
The lessons taught that for the ’superior man*, "To act and
to give and to receive pleasure from what you do is music,"
Also, "Music is conducive to decision in the conduct of
affairs." Through it, "Righteousness, and giving place to
others, even at a loss" are indulged in with Joy. Jr'hislc
was for this great thinker not only the repository but the
2form of the values themselves.
Hiese thinkers, who have come at music with an un-
derstanding appreciation, have discovered there things, which,
while incident ly they do contribute to well-being, are worthy
of existence in their own right. They evade description in
any particular system, but for him who chooses to awake to
them, they always exist. They are quite independent of fln-
^
ite flux and if we will but get the focus of infinity we will
T, E R E,
2. Ibid.
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find them unshaken amidst all our turbulence
o
Music, to the life of mankind. Is as the song of
the bird or the beauty of the flowers. It has Its Instru-
mental function which Is most worthy like these. Its pre-
sence, however^ reveals the ’Intimate truth’ of eternal
value
.
A Christian writer, Herbert H. Farmer, records,
”From the beauty of the world, we know that a spirit Is
at work In nature with which the spirit of man Is In funda-
mental union,” It Is a logical deduction quite valid, from
the point of view of Christian worship experience, "Prom
the beauty of the flowers, our thought should pass to faith
in Cod and quietness of mind and concern v/lth hirjier and
heavenly things, as naturally as from an adequate premiss
to its conclusion.”! Prom the aesthetic qualities which
inhere in religious music, the mind which understands can
pass into participation in eternity.
1 . P C L B.
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Chapter II
Church I.luslc
A, Objectives.
Having a bit of perspective on what music Is In
terms of the conceptual language of our time, and having
made inquiry into the v;ay in which it relates itself to
religion, we may proceed intelligently to understand church
music in similar terms. Out of this we will oe able with
discernmen’S^gather principles by which the character may
be influenced and in observation of which a creative art
may flourish.
In studying church music, wo must first inquire
what the objectives are. Music always has objectives even
when it is the most indifferent kind of exercise. Religious
music, music at its highest, ”ls at least a sacrement, a
vehicle tlirough which order, beauty, and strength are brought
into life.^l
The question of obtaining order is a problem of
social science. The normative study of beauty becomes a
problem in aesthetics. Always, the objective of strength
•>
comes from our religion. It is best dealt with as a pro-
1 . Z M I A L, 460
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blem in philosophy of religion. All of these together form
in Integration the It is about this that our pros-
it pect of materials and form must arrange for focal accuracy.
1. A Problem in Social Science.
"Listen to the vast tramping of armies to the
throb of drums, v;atch the faces of children at their May
dances, or hear the majestic roll of a great morning hymn,
€urid know that here is a solemn mystery, radiant and alive.
He who controls the currents of music that play on and
through a race of people may effect their destiny far more
than he realizes.*'^ This ordering of the race, capable of
affecting very profoundly, destiny, is a most vital problem
in social science.
Probably we should inquire, first of all, how so-
society can be affected vd,th music. This would ccane direct-
ly from the foregoing study of music with relation to re-
ligion, There we found the two functions of expression and
evaluation. They are not in any sense isolated phenomena
but different ways of looking at the same event.
It is convenient to transmute these into tlie con-
ceptual language of social science for ease in description,
* Social science gives us a picture of a ’whole* of function-
m
Ing. Attendant upon this are the conditions of release,
stimulation, thwarting, linkages, and action patterns, Ac-
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tually all of these are present in any given situation.
The emphasis varies, being an attribute of the quality of
the functioning
o
By intelligent discrimination and consequent choice
of emphasis, control may be attained. ”The rational per-
sonality by courage, patience, insight, and persistence,
can build up out of any stl ulation that comes to it construc-
tive and joyful emotional energy.”! Qjhe items of courage,
patience, insight, and persistence mpy be further identi-
fied as attitudes, or in the language of this thesis, as
relations of will. ” Alternative attitudes leading to this
result are good sportsmanship and faith.
The attitudes,being relations of will, are just
exactly what give us social objectives for our music.
Within the music we have expression of just these relations
of will. In our church worship all of the above named atti-
tudes find place as we are most concerned that there be
"constructive and joyful emotional energy."
Under stimulation, a group develops energy. The
energy has the obvious form of emotion whjb h must adopt some
pattern of action or become an unpatterned effusion which is
a very unhealthy state. Just what the form of the action will
be depends upon the attitude of the organism stimulated as
well as on the means of expression available.
2
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Happiness and resultantly v/holesom© being is
partly a matter of successf-ul functicning. Consequently,
there should be a sense of participation which is well
doneo Such results are usually attendant upon the use of
conservative, well-known patterns. It is undoubtedly the
reason for the tenacious hold which those are able to get
upon us. we need not feel bound to that, however, as the
result is attained quite as well by any materials for which
tlie education is sufficient.
Healthy society, moreover, tends to function on
an expanding scale. The resultant of successful function-
ing is the building up of more energy and a consequent de-
mand for channels wherein it may expend itself. The tijrill
of the new can take hold of the most time-encrusted conser-
vative, if he can but be Induced to participate. In the
music, there should constantly be that which 'I'd.ll induce
participation in the new.
As an environmental conditioning, music should pro-
vide the groundwork for a release of personality. Uio factors
of inhibition should be minimized and those of stimulation
given full play. The activity induced should be entered into
by released personalities willfully participating. This then
can be integrated musically into meaningful wholes. All of
this should bo evident to the participating individuals. It
should be such that they will grant enthusiastic recognition
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and embark In stimulating adventure.
Such an objective. calls for expressive patterns
^ vitally related to the group, the Individuals composing
the group, or to linkages of the group. This last would
be pert of the mode of expansive functioning of the group.
It would include the introduction of new associations within
the being of the group organism.
The music must have within it the provision for
realization in the participation. It should be a freely
entered into activity intelligently motivated. Further, it
should provide for a consciousness of creation of value with~
in the living organic unit.
”In educating for peace, in energizing for work,
in liberating man*s spirit from the immediate into the in-
finite, and in uniting worshippers into a spiritual brother-
hood music has a boundless mission.”^ Out of this comes
that sense of individual worth v/hich is such an indispensable
factor in Christian worship and therefore forms a prime ob-
jective,
2, A Problem in Aesthetics,
The objectives of creation of value and of allow-
^ Ing a place for the sense of individual worth lead us di-W
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rectly into aesthetics. Value and worth are matters which,
while they are universal, are yet intensely individual.
They concern the privacies of intimate personal living, rather
than anything like statistical averages of behavior.
It is in these relations that beauty resides most intrin-
sically.
”Por art, as we know, is never the expression
1
of mere things, but of things so far as they have value.”
The thing which makes men artists rather than scientists,
of the older order, is th: t in art the human significance
is included. The scientific method of abstraction into
pure concept did its best to e?cludo the human being. Usu-
ally It found limitations here because a scientist is really
the most human of men, and tlie exigencies of human existence
is one of the prime motivations of science, even though It
operates indirectly.
4
For the artist, the valuable aspects of being find
direct expression. In science- they are indirect, but in art
Uiey result from direct concern. 'lixe artist takes one di-
rectly into the relational aspects of being from which values
arise.
Most artists, however, mu‘?t deal witli these in
terms of idea systems and concepts which, by their very nature,
exclude other points of view. Art does have the advantage
1 . P P A, 81.
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over ’two diin<=nslonal» logic, however, in that it allows
expression of the conflict whereas the logfc simply pro-
^ duces cancellation. Music particularly allows the simul-
taneously generative existence of many conceptual angles*
F*urther, It overrides the barriers of ideas which are pre-
?^ent for the arts v/hich must make use of such systems* It
makes its way as an expression of v;lll directly Into the
areas of the will of the obseiver*
Disagreement is the sign of activity on the part
of t]\e observer. Simple acquiescence to the working of a
piece of music means easy acceptance. We don*t have to
strain very hard to enjoy the ease of "Ihe Blue Danube*"
On the other hand, * Stravinsky^ always invites, the
most intensely critical attitude on the part of the hearers*
Most, in form are in hearty disagreement with the theory
of music which he represents* Yet they give evidence of
a very profound consciousness of that theory and consequent
reaction, producing growth in conceptual relations. Hie
result is a new relation, another' point of view. In which
the values resultant from ^Stravinsky* are an integral part.
'Ihe music overrides the barriers and produces a conscious-
ness of the relational aspects of being*
0 \*yhen ’Wagner* was first performed, he aroused
quite as Intense opposition. Ihe resultant values, never-
theless, grew up. They were so strong that not much later
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these composlt5.ons attained the prominence of most highly
acclaimed music. The Wagnerian reign has been an overpower-
ing one, so far as the opposition was concerned. Yet the
other point of view was in no sense excluded, but lived on
and today finds increasing power. It gives rise to a very
high discrimination, not in spite of, but because of, the
existence of an opposite.
We would not attempt to prophesy a similar con-
summation for ^Stravinsky, * nor say that he is another *Wag-
ner, » We could, however, note the way in which such tilings
have worked and remark that the creative evaluation is
in process which cannot help but produce more intelligent
listening to »Stravlnsl<y, ^ For we must be cognizant of the
e
results of studies such as those made upon the Ilffects of
Music under the direction of Carl Schoen in which it be-
came most evident that so far as a listener's re'sponses are
concerned, ^with each experience he is virtually a dlffereht
listener.”^
That leads us directly into the peculiar aesthe-
tic view point. For in the afore-mentioned studies, it was
discovered that the most baffling variable was the listener.
Aesthetic effects are never statistical but very intimately
individual, Music makes its way into the inner realms of
activity of the hearer giving rise to consciousness of rela-
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tl.orio Not only group relaticns must be made normative
to our music, but also these intimate relations represented
by individuals composing the group. These relations while
very individual are yet universal, and therefore can find
artistic expression in the music. The consequence is a
sense of worth which, v/hlle the gross forms are disgusting
to the discriminate. Is even indispensable to the victor-
ious living which is Christianity.
This might seem to form a serious conflict with
the previous point of view, that of social science. That
is the aesthetic problem. In great art each individual
must live supremely in its own right and yet contribute
intensely to the whole, 1 It means that a whole of harmon-
ious unification is the norm. The relation Is such that
parts attain, to special significance in their contributions
to the whole. There music is supreme in the arts for in
it the most discordant thematic material may be given that
transposition and placing which will add to the quality of
the whole.
The vigour of life is always produced by contrast.
Sometimes between what ought to be and what is "The Adven-
ture of the universe starts with the dream and reaps tragic
Beauty,” Often times by the simultaneous presence of op-
posing attitudes. Always great art presents unity in vari-
ety.
T. W A' I, 3'60.
/
i
Consequently our concern must be to present a
constant list of variations upon the main theme, 'itie
opposites must be given full play and every opportunity
for enriched quality exploited.
Yet the materials added should be in no way ir-
relevant. There must always be the condition of interven-
ing interdependence. ‘Aesthetic rivalry* Is a serious de-
fect in any composition or stimulus to perception.
The basic characteristic of a work of art is
the presence of a feeling of unity about a principal theme.
Other aspects attain their significance out of relations
to it. This is attained by giving dominance in the atten-
tive focus to selected elements and setting forth correctly
the distinctive apprehension of the contributing factors
which result for the artistic consciousness.
Music, however, is the dynamic art. In it a
constant movement must be made, not ' only of elements but
also of composition. The attaining of a fixed point of
harmonious unification which results in delightful realiza-
tion of concrete definiteness can only come in fleeting
glimpses or cllmactically after passage through conditions
of some stress. In this ymy it is the most faithi’ully
representative of actual life of any of the arts.
The movement has, however, the artistic quality
of equilibrium. Kven while we pattern all the elements for.
c«
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a consimiraating presentation of the central theme, each
element must receive Its full share of attention. Hie
parts just because they are so Important to the whole must
carry within them a sense of being in their own right.
Each ust have within itself an Intrinsic beauty as well
as an ordering of aesthetic balance. Out of such there
may come Interest and resulting .vitality of composition.-
The attainment of such objectives in our church
music is well worth striving for. Out of them, ordered
musically, , may come individual worth but given that rela-
tedness in value which is the very fountain head of reli-
gious raison d*etre .
Much may be learned for this purpose from the
forms- \sed in major musical compositions. An introductory
perspective having within it suggestions of the things
which are to follow. This is usually a somewhat simple,
easily recognizable presentation of theme with leading
qualifications and very often a sense of impending moves.
Then, the theme is carried through variations of
enhancing color combinations and exploited through many
possibilities of design arrangement. Variation is furthered
by new thematic materials much in contrast to the orlg-
\
inal. It is all carried into unification through various
inter-linkages of the separate parts.
Summarily, a ccnsummatlng climax is achieved
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carrying home the message with the tremendous force pro-
ducible by a combination of all the elements. It Is here
that our church music Is very ^^uch In danger of error.
It may suppose that grand display is the captivating cli-
max for a program In which religious mood has been car-
ried forward. That Is the differentiating point between
music and church music. In this latter, the climax must
come in vital worship experience. Our church music must
have within it not only aesthetic structure of musical
importance but also be religious intimately.
3. A Problem In Philosophy of Religion.
The la^’t consideration of the uniqueness of
church music contrasted with secular leads us directly
Into the areas of thought In which we must consider music
as a religious phenomenon. It does order society, it does
lead beauty to individual relations, but most of all, it
brings strength for the carrying out of purposes and the
continuation of well-ordered being.
It is probably best for a study of this kind to
avoid the complications which, entering Into Christian
doctrine, or into Systematic Theology of any form, would
Involve, Ihe attitude of religion in thJLs matter is best
arrived at through the philosophy of religion.
I4
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For this branch of knowledge the pro-
blem Is one of vitality in worship. The prime objective
is that strength which comes from assured contact with
*the Wholly Other.*
H. Augustine Smith begins his book in Lyric
Religion with "Hymn singing is vital to Protestant worship,
Luther wrote hymns for his people, that God mi^t speak
to them directly in his Word and tliat they might directly
answer him through their hymns." Martin Luther speaks
for himself in his Table Talks
,
"Next unto Theology, I
give the place of highest honor to music."
The early Protestant days went through vigorous
searchings in the attempt to eliminate superfluities and
attain the strength of genuineness of expression. The
early Massachusetts Bay Colony carried this to its logi-
cal extremes. But here we find in 1647, John C, Cotton
writtlng into the ’ordinances,* "The singing of Psalms...
is an holy duty."
In our ovm day, we are realizing far more com-
pletely, that the efficacy of mere Intellectual formula-
tion for the purposes of worship is far from adequate.
Genuineness is not achieved by limitation, but rather
a one-sided warping of the religious life. And as Pro-
fessor Smith has said in his lectures, "The basic acts
of worship must fulfill the needs of the worshippers."
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Wo are coming to realize that "the deep-flow-
ing, upward movements of the soul"l which constitute
worship must have a good deal more than *two dimension-
al* logic can supply. In all ages and races the deeply
religious souls have felt this truth iraplngeinc; upon
their consciousness, There has been the same dissatis-
faction with the ordinary method of knowledge, and the
same demand for full participation with the transcendent
^
of the nec-Platcnlsts. To
borrow an image from Lotze,^ the theological doctrines,
which are formulated with such care, are but the dried
bones of the body. They are the outcome of life processes
in terms of the particular conceptual language of the day.
As soon as the day is past, the old system is only a relic,
a landmark of where we have been. It is in the worship,
experience of vital, living present moments that the
spark of life resides. This can build of whatever is at
hand systems of dogma as they may be desired. The growth
of doctrines la useful onl^^ so long as a vital experience
of worship is maintained.
This vital worship demands expression in an in-
clusive medium. You cannot take av/ay anything which sus-
tains the consciousness that religion is a living bond of
union without taking away from the values of v/or ship,
T:”“gF R,’
2. Ibid., 158.
b. Ibid., IbO.
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As Dean Sperry has written, "The real problem regarding
the order of worship, then. Is this; Have we here signi-
ficant forms which are more calculated to make us aware
of God and of our fellov/ men?”l
That, of course. Is where we must march forward
and present the forms which music has to offer. It can
step In here and just about fill up the breach. For it
offers just exactly that^r- awareness of the relational as-
pects of being, in first personal terms, which Is the nec-
essary condition for vital worship experience. It allows
the depth and beauty of experiencing which brings forth
in full splendor the fresh creations of the human spirit.
"Truly artistic forms of ’ orship are the Church’s way of
saying, »God*, so that that word shall not only receive
the consent of the logical reason, but what is far more
Important, ’shall be carried,’ as Wordsworth says of
poetry, ’alive into the heart by passion.
Our music \7lth its soul searching qualities is
capable of going the deepest of all in this venture. It
can speak the word ’God, ’ with qualities that the roft of
our expressive media miss completely. It can give us
channels through which to expre'^s worship or prayer intent-
ly and inclusively. ' "Worship or prayer... is the es-
pecial field of will in religion," says Professor Hocking.
^
1. vv
,
^33.
2. Ibid., 249.
3. G H E, 367.
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And the expression of will is the special function which
music is able to fill* It becomes the objective for this
that the ttiusIc fill in the gaps and bring out those aspects
of will which other portions of a service may miss entirely.
There is danger, here, tha* emphasis may take one into
formulations which are merely musical. That is, the art
for art*s sake may take hold. Thereupon arises the divorce
of art and religion. Hie art. may be able to produce in-
tricacies of refined expression producing the most ecstatic
appreciative response on the part of the listener. It
may succeed in producing delightful new experience valued
for its ovni sake. We have only the most hearty approval
for these venires.
Even so, it is still true that the highest art,
at least from this point of view, is the religious art
of worship. It la as an adjunct to this form that music
finds its highest art. Hiat it should express the reli-
gious is important. The merely musical art can never
attain the helots nor reach the depths of religious music
which makes use of all the tools offered, but centers
these all about the central purpose of a will and A Will.
Therefore, the climactic area of a musical
^
worship service should not be heightened musical art, but
a little of that ’music without sound* which Confucius
spoke of. The consummating end should not be the blare
4
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of brass but that meditative background which sends on©
forth with that ’music* as a song in the heart. Ordered
to meet these requirements, our music will attain ‘the
helglits . *
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Interlude
The pi^ress of time and the appearance of t±ie
date v/hen this work is scheduled to arrive for examination
make further dealing witli the problem superfluous* Ihe
remainder of the work I must include in that summary form
which was my preliminary prospectus of the grounds. It
represents very'thorou^ research on every one of the
points included. Probably, a full expansion such as the
Importance of the subject warrants would give the matter
the proportion of a ph. Do- dissertation, rather than those
of a Master’s Thesis. 'Ihe works novir available dealing
with this more practical aspect of the field are of the
character of pioneer ventures. They do not represent,
fo the moat part, deep grounding in the more abstract
matters dealt with In the first portion.
In the first part which absorbed my ovm atten-
tion so much that the rest suffered, I discovered myself
a pioneer. Most musicians have not much use for philo-
sophers and philosophers are Inclined to rate music as
beneath their dignity. It has been most interesting
to get both aspects on this subject, wherein I have attemp-
ted to unite the two.
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B Materials
1. History.
Christianity is rich in experience and therefore
offers a rich store of materials growing out of that. The
great ones inevitably have musical expression. The record-
ing means having gone through considerable modification in
transmission the present forms may be very obscure. There
are some, however, which do bring to us the high points
of Christianity. We need often to have the proper condi-
tions present that these may take their place in the pro-
gram.
Again, the religious life of mankind in all ages
and races has found in music a most conducive media. In
these, particularly in the Creek and Hebrew precursors of
Christianity, there are rich materials with which our
worship life may be enhanced.
We tend to look at Africa as a place to be de-
veloped and at African people as children requiring to be
taught the ways of their more advanced brothers. In their
elemental religious fervor, there are things that we may
learn from, however.
We have been more charitable tovmrds our Ameri-
can Indians. They have gained a sentimental place in our
thinking of them as *the vanishing Americans.’ In some of

the things which have co'ie to us from them are to be found
valuable enriching additions for our religious music ma-
terials.
There are materials which should be explored In
India, growing out of the highly developed religious life
of Hindu mysticism. Again, In China there Is much that
Is in danger of becoming utterly lost. To recover some
of the things belonging to these more highly developed
groups, would at least give us hints of directions in
which to bend our own efforts'. Further, they could enrich
our own strivings, directly, in adaptation.
2. Modern-Contemporary,
Music in our modem age has come to have an in-
creasingly important position both in public entertainment
and as a means of expression on the part of hl^ly trained
individuals. There are may works available in the idiom
of our own time having a high development in the technique
of European-American styles. Prom Palestrina and Bach,
we have forerunners of our age which still retain their
virtue. More recent writers have glvqn us a large stock
of anthem materials from which to choose. In these
can find music rising to the helf^ts possible to trained
musicianship. The temptation in this class of work is to
resort to brilliancy and striking effects to counteract
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defects or* lacks in devotional adeq-uacy..
Tiiei*e is a danger In this age of all our rnuslc
becoming professionalized, •Rie radio and theatrical pre-
sentation of highly trained musicianship ten(3s to malce
ordinary mortals quite content to be only listeners. Hymns
of a past generation are likely to be phrased In a dead
theological language or to be of a musical form which is
associated with the churchly piety now under the in-
hibiting effects of comic criticism. •Ihere is a repertoire
however, of those which can never die. Their use provokes
the most whole-hearted participation. Actually our stan-
dards of Judgment are being raised and only the supremely
valuable merits our acceptance.
Canticles, chants, responses, and musical liter-
atare by which the congregation is made participant in the
order of service have been in disfavor. Most of the materi
ala for these is of previous origin. There is a move in
that direction now, however.
3, Potential,
As we look about in the field of general music,
we are thrilled by the multiplicity of sources appearing,
Ihisic as an art is opening into previously undreamed of
paths of expression. New technological inventions arc
appearing,making possible combinations of tone and delicacy
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of variation never before possible to organized ttiusIc,
These are calling for a new literature In which the human
voice can come Into Its own as a unique musical Instru-
ment, It Is probable that the present notational system
v/111 need to be superceded by one admitting greater flexi-
bility as well as an Inclusive notation giving at a glance
the refinements possible.
Anthem materials are being experimented with In
some quarters. Entirely superior musical writing must
ccmie to meet t^ie demands of a public being educated by a
more coir^rehenslve acquaintance with the best, in radio and
the talkies.
In composition we are having an era of obvious
discords. It is actually, however, experimentation to get
qualities of tone color which a heightened sensitivity to
differentiation In tones Is demanding. These are already
growing into real art works in some quarters. It Is to
be expected that In religiously motivated works will come
the greatest achievements here as in past systems.
Hymns ^arc already being developed where the lyric
voice quality Is exploited and brought as distinct from an
Instrumental accompaniment. The instrument then assumes
Its own place In the complexitiGS of enriching environmental
conditions. Hymns can be expected to become much better
music of an order inducing participation.
«
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C. Methods of Handling.
1. Villa t Science can tell -us.
^
a. Sociology.
The social conditions v^hlch accompany the use
of music are those of participation and stimulation. In
It, many Individual wills are directed to a common end and
given meaningful relations. Through participating appre-
ciatively In a musical functioning of the whole, the Indi-
viduals become a part of the expanding whole. Thus It Is
'' desirable that works be used which are within the compass
of the training of those comprising the group. Also de-
sirable is the presence of educational factors which v;lll
Insure the expansive functioning.
The music can be used to build an atmosphere of
release from the hampering effects of worldly surroundings
.
Through Its use a background can be established against
which attitudes of poise and calm allOY/ing deliberate re-
sponse can be maintained.
It then can become the condition for motivation
In a joint acltlvity on the part of the group through pat-
terns grounded In common purpose. In supplying the adven-
turous appeal of stimulating recognition it can Induce a
functioning condition on the part of the organism, uhere
then needs to be supplied definite patterns of activity.
These very often may be implicit in musical progression.
cc
At least the moods can be suggested which allow partici-
pation.
Definite activity on the part of the group does
come in musical ways, notably In hymn singing* In the
intelligent following of performed portions a most valuable
action comes. For this purpose, an educational program
may be necessary, at least a comprehensive graphic program
account should be included.
b. Psychology.
Psychologically, the conditions are those of stimu-
lation and response. The stimulation comes as the arousal
of interest due to the presence of well-known tonal pat-
terns plus enough of the \inusual to arouse curiosity.
Music may be a primary stimulus to definite atti-
tudes and therefore conditioning to the whole program.
It depends upon previous conditions of stimula-
tion as well as upon attitudes just what the character of
the response will be. Hiat the response is intellectual
even under conditioning is demonstrated by experiments in
the laboratory. Here, a subject v;as given electric shocks
with initial and succeeding educational exposures to a
tone. Later given the tone stimulus, he was quite sure
that the electric one v;as still present, although his re-
flexes distinguished in the quality of reactions displayed.
cc
Stimulus, on the other hand, when repeated with-
out responsiveness, loses its effectiveness » It therefore
becomes important that definite responses follow stlrmilus.
Else, stimulus may become inhibiting rather than motivating
Definite learned patterns make functioning easy. However,
in order to be of the most value as supplying the sense
of expanding personality which characterizes the most heal-
thy response, there needs constantly to be the new in the
course of the action. Again, that stimulation may continue
to be effective, there need be active response patterns
supplied at crucial points. These in order to supply the
craving for successful functioning must be of a nature to
allow ready participation. On the other hand, there should
be a maximum of artistic quality that there be no sense
of ttie trivial present.
c. Physics.
The physics of the production of tones as well
as of the uniform distribution of stimulating sounds to
all members of the congregation is important.
There have been many standards of church archi-
tecture which have found their way into building commit-
tees* domains. Some have taken 5.nto account the acousti-
cal conditions to be met. More often that was the last
thing in the minds of those doing the design work. Con-
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sonuently, our church auditoriums are very often the
most unsulted places for musical activities.
^
On the other hand, there has been an era in
which people paid a slavish attention to this phase of
activity to the extent that auditoriums becemie little more
than concert halls, or worse, megaphone interiors.
The physical surroundings of a worship place
should be first of all symbolic of an aesthetically ade-
quate relation to Deity. Physics fulfills its purposes
and music takes its place properly ministering to that ideal.
There is enough electrical acoustic equipment now
available to make most any form of structure very service-
able from an acoustic point of view. The artist can be
free to construct as his materials and his ideas direct.
In already existing plonts, it often is desirable
to make alterations in the placing of organ and choir so
as to produce a more congenial ordering of sound, A method
used in some places to secure better reinforcement is to
place the choir and organ in the rear balcony. In other
places to gain a sense of Intimacy, the clioir occupies the
side balconies; this also allows antiphonal selections to
be used.
2, To the Artist.
All of the scientific conditions are Important and
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must be considered. Worship, however, is an art. The
artistic point of view must be considered as we handle
our materials to wield them into that , supreme of tbe fine
arts. The problem is one of composition and to bie deirmids
made thus all scientific knov/ledge must be made subservient.
Ihere is here a problem as to the correct propor-
tioning of standardization and invention. True art is
always expressive of the age and has a conservative note
about it. These identify it with the underlying notes of
the human strata. There must be therefore much of the
familiar and of the presently recognized pnrt of experience.
To be alive, however, it must be free from any -of the ham-
pering influences which are likely to accompany such. It
roust, in order to be creative art, and not a mere museum
piece, have flexibility and allow invention.
Worship is particularly in danger of this as
most of the great experiences come as past recollections
and celebrations of those. It is a great temptation, once
having attained to a great experience to try to preserve
it. We have to learn thot only by making it a meaningful
part of a growing experience is preservation actually ac-
.
comp11 shed.
the composition there must be a theme, it seems
most correct that this should be musical as well as literary.
Through movements, counter-movements, and variations 7/ith
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cross references a final cons-uun.T^atlon is achieved. All
of this imist use imislc in expression and In enrichment of
the Implications of the movement of the theme. The ser-
vice requires a more consecrated musicianship than many
major compositions,
3, To the Philosopher,
Music Is a language capable of expressing pro-
gressing thought as well as having eternal values inher-
ent, That it should bo used as a definite means of expres-
sion and not merely as a filler in is evident.
In past eras of scholarship there have been those
udio have assigned music to the place of an emotional out-
let, f^usic is capable of more, although this is a part.
In our day of research in psychology where the lines be-
tween emotion and intellect are shown to be quite artifi-
cial, the place of the intellectual element in musical com-
position. are not to be li^tly regarded. As a means cf
expressing comprehensively concepts of mind involving ex-
periential associations, its use has been little exploited.
As we realize that ideas are being expressed
this way in our programs which we had not counted on, it
becomes evident that our prograinnlng must be cognizant
of this. We may be introducing distraction, inhibition,
or even controversy.
Further, as we try to lift our programs from the
(i
realm of the crudely emotional into the realm of Intellec-
tual respectability, to use our music for definite idea
patterns will make a big help. The indefiniteness of mere
moody selections will be eliminated and any suggestion of
coercion by implicit emotional control belled. Worship must
be the free participation of intelligently cooperating per-
sonalities in order to achieve the ideal of a Pine Art,
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Chapter III
Progrom^rlng
A* As it has been done,
lo Historical,
We have examples of very divergent forms of pro-
gramning in history. It ranges from the use of no music
at all to the situation ?;here music is the main Instrument.
There is the early primitive sort of religion
where music is the prime element and has a magical efficacy.
These we tend to look down upon as being of an inferior
grade of mentality, but we can give them credit for having
recognized that there was more to music than mere language
. could account for.
In Christian history it has played a very inter-
esting part. The first attempts v/ere no doubt modeled on
the synagogue service. Here there was distinctive song en-
gaged in by the members; the Hebrew synagogue was always
democratic. Our very earliest records are outlioritatlve
in terms of song references. Probably the form of rhe
Synoptic Gospels can be explained as being pieced from cur-
rent oral literature of the church which was no doubt in-
toned.
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Early there was a Greek influence in music ar-
rangement » The disillusioned Greeks v/ho were finding their
own religion tumbling about their ears turned in many di-
rections® Many took refuge in Judaism with its rock-bound
faith, - When Christianity came along freed from the tradi-
tionalisms of Judaism, these people were quick to grasp at
it. We therefore find their influence from the very ear-
liest periods both in Theology and in music. Notably from
this source we have the use of antiphonal responses taken
directly from the form of strophe and antistrophe used in
Greek drama.
The Protestant churches have tended to eliminate
music, but have brought the present hymn form into existence.
2. Contemporary Experiments.
There is in Protestant circles a movement towards
enriching the worship program. Attempts have been made from
many points of view. It expresses itself in many ways and
is most noticeable in the more intellectual class of churches.
It takes the two forms of trying out new materials in es-
tablished routine and of making radical innovations in the
%
order of service.
The first is more likely to be the case in bodies
of established liturgy. The officiants are inclined to be-
lieve that the order is the result of historical growth and
{(
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therefore contains much that is valuable and a necessary
framevifork to which additional growths should be related.
They feel that it would be poor art form to disregard this
repository of ancestral value. Innovation seems to them
to be valuable only as it is v;Gll-fo\mded in the histori-
cal framev/ork.
The move to make use of materials other than old
standbys is widespread. Sometimes the results are childish
in the attempts to gloss the old with the new| we are reminded
of the parable of the nev/ wine in old bottles.
Another set of experiments has definitely aban-
doned the old routines. Sometimes they have only exchanged
an old classicism for a new rigidity of ordering based upon
a quasi-scientlfic hypothesis, 'Hie results are interesting,
but probably limited in value to pointing out pitfalls.
The attempts in some places to fit the program
order to the theme of the day are more plausible, SometliiKS
orthodox psychology is substituted for orthodox religiai
v;ith consequent loss. There are real results be'ng obtained,
however, by some who approach it as a problem in fine art,
B, As a Creative Art,
1, Continuity,
Previous points In our study indicate that church
music needs to take into account the conservative point of
view. The old established groups are right in their Insls-

tenc© upon historic continuity. Our music is actually so-
cial history and needs for continuation of the values al-
ready achieved to relate itself to whtit has been dorie
.
However, we need not b© the slaves to history
and suppose that the only way to the values is a rigid
adherence to fixed forms. Creative art is not evoluticn-
ary, that is, it is not a product of an external movoment.
Rather It is a functioning in the present of a llxdng or-
ganism, The center of movement must always be the present.
The wholesome functioning of that present comes as the
result of an acknowledged relation to a past, but havfjig
obtained such stability, the direction of the focus may
be altered at will for the purposes of the artist.
This relation comes automatically as the result
of an evolutionary typo of struct^are. Nevertheless, it
nay come much more aptly and therefore be much more condu-
cive to artistic endeavor as an Incidental recognition or
recall of similar events in the past. A theme having been
stated, contributions from past experience may be brought
in as enrichment In tlie development. The order need not
be that of time or of logical sequence. Rather tlrie order
should be of the character of an artistic pattern moulded
into a whole of experience bounded only by the service.
The sequence of service forms has within it the
same demand for relatednes”. needs be th^’t in the

service which relates it to previous ones
2. Individuality,
The focus of our service being this present liv-
ing moment, the past is made meaningful in terms of its
relation to thet focus. The healthy artistry of reminis-
cence becomes one of relatedness to a living present.
Just as surely the focal point of Innovation
and of future dreams must be that same present. Anti-
cipation, to be healthy, must relate to that ever-present
now. Thus related to each present, the expression will
have the individuality of the particular moment.
It ijieans that new themes may constantly be in-
troduced without fear of disrupting consequences if this
focus is made. They v/ill take their places as expression
of the movem nt into the future which must always charac-
terize creative art, TTiere will always be a relation to
the living present in a condition of stabilization and
of wholesome growtii.
Still the ordering is not logical but artistic.
Time sequence is not governing of the placing of antici-
pation, It v;ould come rather out of variations of the
theme and their impact with counter-variations. The indi-
viduality comes out of these counter movements just as
t
surely as from the primary theme. The elements of anti-
cipation may have their part in the original presentation
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of the theme as is found in present opera forms.
The inclusion of suggestions of development
all tlirough the service is valuable. As a part of the
introductory note It lends a brilliancy promoting live
participation and constant attentiveness. This leads in-
evitably to the condition so important for creative art of
a sense of vital moments of experience. A proper inter-
action of present and future with a past well founded
makes for an individuality richly living.
3. Integration.
ue must have continuity and we must have indl-
vldualltyi the problem is one of how to have both in the
same system of organism. Therein the artist becomes the
lord of creation, for in the manifestations of his person-
ality ccanes the integration. l!ie art presents to the
world Individuals, but these are clothed with the appear-
ance of im’Tortality, These give a continuity with all
time. Ihere is also a composition which presents details
great in their own r5.ght, and yet contributing to the whole
A supreme example is the masterpiece of a Gothic
cathedral, Chartres, Here the sculpture stnd the tracery
are masterpieces, yet subservient to the whdle. They lead
the eye upward to the vaulting above, and t^•Gy lead the
eye onv/ard horizontally to the supreme symbolism of the
altar. Each claims attention by a beauty of detail and
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sirrultaneously 9h';ns isolation by guiding the eye to gra^
the significance of the T?hole. Architecture lias been called
frozen music. In this exaii^le wo have in a static form
v/hat can bo done dynamically and tlierefore much more livingly
satisfactory in our music.
ilie ’vaulting above* and the altar are the two
necessary points of reference* They represent the Infinite
and the infinitesimal out of the relation of which proceeds
all this finite existence in which our worship is expressed.
The separate elements are given their supreme individuality
and at the same time the most inclusive connectedness in this
relation. A dedication in faith of this present moment
carried tLirou^ many vissicitudes will give form to such
arrangement of elements as can express the Idea patterns
resulting from tliese.
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£ Comprehensive Snimnary
Investigation into the problem of what music
Is leads through answers which modern science is able
to furnish* Music for physics is a form of motion in
a material media differentiated from sound in general
by comprehending auditory sensitivity. In psychology
this motion becomes both stl.'nlus and response, but within
the organism assumes the form which signifies the presence
of will. As intelligible communication, therefore, it be-*
comes will. In sociology it represents a relation of wills
and the consequent history growing out of these. Music
in scientific language is an event in social history,
Ihe Y;ay in which music relates to religion is
best seen as a function of life, since religion actually is
a special part of life. Here we find it performing the
service of an expressive function. It is able to comrnuni-
cate an inclusive expression. It is, incidentally, a re-
pository of eternal values wherein become stored the parts
of historical experience left out of merely logical records.
It contains what makes of beauty ”the teleology of the uni-
verse." Both of these functions are enlisted by religion
In the supreme moment of living, which is worship.
(J
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Church music, to form a method of procedure,
must first find objectives, Ihese are given in terms of
normative sciences. Social science makes a plea for con-
ditions of release wherein successful expansive functioning
of the group will be stimulated. In this functioning, it
is desirable tliat values be created and individual worth
mad^ conscious. This leads into music as an aesthetically
adequate relation. The objectives from the point of view
of aesthetics bee ome those of composition in such wise as
to have meaningful relations. This is attained throu^
an ordering in wholes of composition, A central theme is
the focus. Then .. antithesis must have its place and
variety of expression in order that the quality may be rich.
This quality of variety leads directly into religion or
the point of view of philosophy of religion, where in the
objective is one of strengthening the full man. The philo-
sophy of religion gives the further objective of music
for the purposes of worship, a fine art in its own right.
Therefrom is derived the idea that religious music must
be ordered for the needs of the worshipper and not simply
to be a concert performance,
A survey of materials available and of the ways
in which these may be handled brings practical attainment
into possibility.
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A study of programming is then engaged In which
surveys first what has been done by historical groups*
It then looks into some of the experiments of contemporary
living, attempting to evaluate these.
Finally, the operation of programming as a crea-
tive art is put into the functional terms of continuity,
individuality, and integration* These are made the means
by which a vital, living program may be designed, giving
value, generating worship*
Ihe work is not meant to be conclusive in any
way but only to ’sight the marks’ for more detailed in-
vestigations*
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and instructive points.
PD Plato, The Dialogues, Everyman’s Library
New York, Dutton
PHM Pratt, Waldo Seldon, The History of Music, New
York, Schirmer Co., 1932. A fine scholarly
compilation of historical data on occidental
music
.
PLCR Pavlov, I. Po, Lectures on Conditioned Reflexes,
New York, international Publishers, 1928.
An interesting account of the author *s
experiments with animals (dogs). The
sections showing the use of tones as sti-
muli T/ere interesting.
Pl^HN Powell, Alma V?ebster, Rfusic as a Hmnan Need,
New York: Columbia PH.D, Thesis, 1914,
A valuable collection of data on European
music as a cultural component, 'ihe in-
terpretations display the limitations of
the scientific thought of his time in that
field.
PMM Pratt, C.C., The Meaning of N^sic, New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1951. A psychological study ^
of music from the Gestalt point of view,
A wonderfully comprehensive account giving
the benefits of scientific scholarship,
but allowing artistic integrity to remain.
PMuM Pratt,W. .S., Ijtisical Ministries, New York,
Fleming ff, Kevell Co,, 1902. An excellent
Introduction to the practical profession
revealing a field to bo studied carefully.
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Pratt, w. The New Encyclopedia of Music and Musi-
ciaas
.
New Yorlc, T^e Macm iTan Co., 1929, Con-
sulted .
Pa? ker. Principles of Aesthetics
.
A textbook on
the subject." New York, Silver Burdett Co. 1920
Plato, Republic . Everyman's Library
button tr. H. Spens
Schoen, Carl, Tlio Effects of Music, London, Kegan
Paul, French, and Trabuer Co., Ltd., 1929.
An experimental study of the organic and psy-
chological resultants of musical stimulus.
Smith, H. Augustine, Hymns of the Living Age , Hew
York, The Century Co
.
,T95bT MiowTng a live
spirit even within the domains of 'black-robed
priesthood.
'
Smith, H. Augustine, Lyric Religion , New York, The
Caitury Co., 193Tt An excellent compilation
of information cramfull and bubbling over with
the living spirit which produced our hymns.
Spaulding, A., Music as Art and Language.
A careful exposition
. of the language of music,
the conceptual elements.
Smith, H. Augustine, Ihe New Hymnal for /imerican
Youth
,
New York, Apploton Century Co., 1953.
Alive and kicking
i
Sperry, Willard L, Reality in Worship, Nov; York,
The Macmillan Co.
,
1928, The chapter on "Worship
as Art and Science" was particularly applicable.
Schopenhauer, A., The World as yd.ll and Idea , trans.

Vogt, V.O Art and Religion ,
New Haven, Yale University Press, 1926
Valuable studies in the more practical
aspects.
Vogt»v.o. Public Worship
New York, Macmillan, 1931
Enlightening perspective of the trends in
modern v/orship,
l^lilt ehead, Alfred North, Adventures of Ideas . Nev;
York, The Macmillan Co. ,1933. A valuable
supplement to the lectured enjoyed under
and the discussions entered Into with the
author.
Zanzig, Augustus Delafield, Music in American Life,
London, Oxford University Press, 1932. A
study of the present status of American music
with an eye to the future art which needs in-
telligent guidance for development. Chapter
XV was particularly applicable to the present
study.
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